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Women’s health
Panel discussion to focus on
proposed clinic.
NFL bound?
A pair of Panthers look to
possibilities in the pros.
Warmer with a high
near 66. 
DEE ANN VILLECCO/Photo editor
Making music
Don Hinkley (left) and Lilliane Labbe, who make up The Psaltery, a French-Canadian folk duo, play a traditional French song
Tuesday evening in Coleman Hall Auditorium. About 130 people attended the concert, which included Brazilian, Cajun, blue-
grass and jazz selections.
By BRIAN HUCHEL
Campus editor
Eastern does not currently
plan to reopen its investigation
into hazing allegations against
the Delta Sigma Phi fraternity,
despite the filing of a revised
lawsuit against the fraternity
for an incident that took place
in March, University Police
Chief Tom Larson said Tues-
day.
Greg McCoy, 21, of Loving-
ton, suffered third-degree
burns on 80 percent of his
body after spending the night
in a caustic lime pit outside of
a local welding supply store
March 6.
McCoy’s attorney Peter
Borich, of Beckett & Associates
in Urbana, filed a revised law-
suit Monday against the fra-
ternity, two bars and Gano
Welding Supplies Inc., 320
Railroad Ave. The suit claims
fraternity members Chris-
topher Rago and Jay Weiss,
both seniors, and sophomore
Kevin Axtell threw McCoy into
the pit, where he remained for
more than five hours. 
“We have not received any
word that (the Greg McCoy
investigation) will be re-
opened,” Larson said. The
campus police originally con-
ducted the investigation in
cooperation with the Charles-
ton Police Department.
“If (the Charleston Police)
want anything, then they will
reopen the case,” Larson said.
“We simply assisted them.”
Campus Detective Ron
Miller, who handled the uni-
versity’s side of the original
investigation, was unavailable
for comment Tuesday.
The lawsuit claims McCoy
was required to attend a party
at Mother’s bar, 506 Monroe
Ave., where he participated in
“Hell Week” fraternity initia-
tion rites March 5.
These rites allegedly
required McCoy, who was
underage at the time, to play
drinking games at Mother’s
bar and the Uptowner &
Cellar until he was intoxicat-




named in former Eastern
student Greg McCoy’s law-
suit have nearly a month to
file a motion to have the
complaint thrown out of
court a second time, an
attorney said.
The revised lawsuit filed
Monday accuses three stu-
dents, who were members
of the fraternity McCoy
was pledging, with throw-
ing McCoy into a pit of
caustic chemicals during an
alleged hazing activity in
which McCoy was severely
burned.
McCoy, 21, of Lovington,
suffered third-degree burns
on 80 percent of his body
after lying for more than
five hours in a lime pit out-
side a local welding-supply 
By DAVE HOSICK
Administration editor 
Board of Governors student
representatives say they think
the recent tuition increase
approved for next year was
pushed through too quickly,
although the spokeswoman
and chancellor of the board ar-













a c a d e m i c
year.
The BOG is the governing
body for Eastern, Western
Illinois, Chicago State,




said the consensus among the
five student representatives is
that the increase vote was
rushed to “keep in step” with
the budgeting process.
“We certainly feel this
increase was pushed through
because last year the increase
for this year was approved in
March,” Giordano said. “The
student reps unanimously
endorsed tabling the vote for a
month, but obviously the
board does not listen to the
students.”
Craig Johnson, North-
eastern’s BOG student repre-
sentative, recommended
Thursday that the board not
vote on the tuition increase
until next month’s meeting to
give student representatives
time to create alternatives.
However, board members 
Editor’s note: This is the last of three
articles on Eastern’s strategic plan.
Today’s article focuses on students’




“What’s the strategic plan?” is a com-
mon question Eastern students ask
when the program is mentioned to
them.
With its combination of administra-
tive verbiage and outlines of future
plans, the plan is likely to confuse a
student who hasn’t followed its devel-
opment.
But many students think they have
been wrongly accused of being disinter-
ested in the plan.
Because the strategic plan ultimate-
ly will affect students by changing
departments and rearranging pro-
grams, those most involved with it say
students should be interested in it.
“What we are dealing with is long-
term planning that is extremely impor-
tant for the future of the school,” said
Student Senate member Jason
Anselment.
Matt Giordano, Board of Governors
student representative, said efforts
have been made by the administration
to inform the student body, but stu-
dents have asked few questions.
“Students have been given the
opportunity, but that doesn’t mean they
have seized it,” Giordano said.
“The general student body did get
input by having (Eastern President
David Jorns; Barbara Hill, vice presi-
dent for academic affairs; and Lou
Hencken, vice president for student
affairs) come to the senate twice to
answer questions and receive input,”
Giordano added.
Student body: ‘What’s the strategic plan?’
Defendants have 1
month to file appeal
• See LIME Page 2
♦ See McCOY Page 2
♣ See TUITION Page 2
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DOM I N O S
LARGE PIZZA W/ONE
TOPPING FOR THE PRICE
OF A MEDIUM
LUNCH SPECIALS
• Baked Italian Foccacia 
w/cup of soup or salad• Chicken fried steak, real 
mashed potatoes, 
vegetable and roll
• Garden omelette, 









409 7th St.• 345-7427
WHAT’S COOKIN’
Job Interviews, Presentations, Formals
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ed. The lawsuit states fra-
ternity members then took
McCoy to the welding sup-
ply company, where he was
stripped naked, dressed in
trash bags and was thrown
into the pit.
McCoy, who was hospital-
ized for more than three
months, is permanently dis-
figured from the burns.
The nine-count complaint
is seeking a minimum of
$15,000 for each count.
Lou Hencken, vice presi-
dent for student affairs, said
the university did not have
the detailed information
outlined in the lawsuit
when it conducted its inves-
tigation.
“We would be interested
in getting that information,”
Hencken said. “The Charles-
ton police and the university
didn’t have some of this
information when we con-
ducted our investigation.”
Eileen Sullivan, assistant
director of activities, was
unavailable for comment.
Eastern’s hazing policy
defines hazing as “Any act
or action taken, however
communicated, involving or
resulting in abusive physi-
cal contact or mental
harassment to a member or
prospective member,
whether on or off the organi-
zation/fraternity/sorority
premises ... designed to or
the result of which is to pro-
duce excessive mental or
physical discomfort, embar-
rassment or harassment.”
store early March 6.
Coles County Circuit Judge Paul
Komada last month dismissed the origi-
nal 14-count complaint, which includes
three counts of negligence and three
counts of misconduct against the frater-
nity.
McCoy’s attorney, Peter Borich of
Beckett & Associates in Urbana, said
the defendants have 26 days to file a
motion to have the lawsuit dismissed.
After considering the original law-
suit, Komada requested more specifics,
including identities and the role each
person had in the fraternity.
“We responded to the judges con-
cerns,” Borich said. “We’ve alleged the
involvement of the fraternity’s officers.”
Terese Drew, the fraternity’s attorney
from Hinshaw & Culbertson of St.
Louis declined to say if she would file
for dismissal when she receives the new
complaint. She directed all further
questions to court documents.
Borich said the other attorney’s rep-
resenting the defendants would receive
the revised suit in the mail this week.
Eastern Delta Sigma Phi members
Christopher Rago and Jay Weiss, both
seniors, and sophomore Kevin Axtell
were named in the complaint as having
taken McCoy to the welding-supply
company and threw him in the pit.
The Daily Eastern News mistakenly
reported Tuesday that the lawsuit did
not specifically connect the three in the
lawsuit with throwing him into the pit.
Borich said the negligence counts
accuse the fraternity of failing to care
for McCoy after he became intoxicated.
The three misconduct counts claim
the fraternity “recklessly discarded the
safety” of McCoy by throwing him into
the lime pit and leaving him there.
The lawsuit alleges that Mother’s
and The Uptowner improperly served
alcohol to Rago, Weiss and McCoy, who
was 20 at the time of the incident.
Under “dramshop” statutes, bar own-
ers may be held legally responsible if a
customer becomes intoxicated in their
establishment and injures a third party.
voted to deny the request and approved
the increase.
“I think it was somewhat of a good
idea to know the increase in the fall,
but the problem is that we as student
representatives didn’t really have any
effect or input in the process,” Johnson
said.
Giordano said an extra month would
have allowed time to hold forums to
explain to students why a tuition
increase is needed.
Roxie Jones, Chicago State Univer-
sity’s student representative, said she
does think the increase was rushed
through the BOG stating, “The problem
is not with the BOG, but rather with
the lack of funding from the state.”
The student representatives from
Western Illinois and Governors State
could not be reached for comment.
BOG spokeswoman Michelle Brazell
said she does not understand why stu-
dents would think the increase was
rushed, considering the approval pro-
cess used this year was different from
those used in the past.
In past years, tuition increase recom-
mendations were first made by the
IBHE. Institutions were then left to
reach a consensus on an increase per-
centage based on the IBHE recommen-
dation, BOG Chancellor Thomas
Layzell said.
“The board saw no need or logic
behind waiting on the vote,” Brazell
said. “In approving the increase this
year, the BOG used the first month to
lay out tuition rate history for the
(BOG) schools, and the second month
was used to give students ample time
to talk to their parents and plan for the
increase.
“It was important that (the BOG)
come out with recommendation on a
tuition increase before the IBHE has its
next meeting,” Brazell said.
Layzell said that students were
given enough ample time to prepare for
the increase. He also said approving
the increase in the fall is beneficial to
students and faculty.
“By having this increase in the fall,
we tried to give advance notice to stu-
dents, and we were able to keep up
with the annual budget cycle,” Layzell
said.
The IBHE will evaluate the increase
at its meeting in January before send-
ing it to the Illinois General Assembly
for final approval.
“They have given input, and I think
they certainly have kept students
interests in mind.”
Anselment said: “I know the admin-
istration has gone out of their way to
inform the student body. As students
we need to take it upon ourselves to
take an interest.”
To some Eastern students, however,
the program is something they have
only read about. And some would like
to see that changed.
Senior Travis Martin, a computer
science and philosophy major, said the
strategic plan is difficult to understand
from the limited information he has
heard.
“I know about as much as what I
have read in the newspaper,” Martin
said.
Martin said he is in favor of plan-
ning for the future but is unclear on his
amount of support for the strategic
plan because of his minimal knowledge
of it.
Senior Amy Van Lear, a home eco-
nomics major, said she thinks the
Student Senate and administration
have not made strong enough efforts to
inform students.
“They are not really focusing on
making sure students know about (the
strategic plan),” Van Lear said.
Student Senate member Harvey
Pettry said although he thinks the plan
will help the university, he is uncertain
how well it has been presented to the
general student body.
“The ideas and plans I saw outlined
looked pretty good,” Pettry said. “It
seems to outline goals to improve the
faculty, students and the entire univer-
sity.”
Pettry said the administration has
done a “good” job introducing it to the
student body, but could have done bet-
ter.
“However, the Student Government
hasn’t done a very good job relaying
the information to the general student
body,” Pettry said. “It is poor communi-
cation on everyone’s part.”
Junior Dave Evans, a speech com-
munications major, agreed that a lack
of communication is the base of the
problem.
McCoy
♦ From Page 1
Lime
• From Page 1
Tuition
♣ From Page 1
♥ From Page 1
Student
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Fall cleaning
Artie Hernandez, an Eastern maintenance laborer, vacuums up the leaves
outside of Weller and Gregg Hall Tuesday afternoon. Monday’s wind gusts
combined with hard rains packed the leaves into the ground
By BRIAN HUCHEL
Campus editor
One initiated member of an Eastern
fraternity was apparently involved in a
physical hazing incident that occurred
when two of the fraternity’s alumni
were caught spanking each other at a
Homecoming dance. 
Eileen Sullivan, assistant director of
student activities/greek affairs, said
Delta Chi fraternity has been placed on
probation and will lose social privileges
for six months because two alumni and
one initiated member began spanking
each other with wooden paddles at the
fraternity’s Oct. 8 function.
Sullivan said the investigation into
the incident did not take long to com-
plete.
“There were 80 or so non-members
at the dance,” Sullivan said. “It was any
one of the 80 non-members that report-
ed it.
“I talked to Chris Desmond (fraterni-
ty president), who confirmed it had
happened,” Sullivan said. “The entire
investigation took about a week.”
Sullivan added that Eastern’s
Judicial Affairs Office assisted with the
investigation, including selecting the
best “discipline to remedy the problem.”
This is the university’s eighth hazing
investigation since 1990.
In addition to losing its social privi-
leges, the fraternity will also lose its
“good standing” with the university’s
Interfraternity Council. The chapter’s
progress under probation will be exam-
ined in April.
Sullivan said she was disappointed
with the stand the fraternity has taken
on the matter. 
“I am appalled that the fraternity
would begin claiming victimization
(about the incident),” Sullivan said. “It
is disheartening to see an organization
whose member violates a policy and the
organization is only concerned with
placing the blame elsewhere.”
Desmond has called the fraternity’s
punishment unfair, claiming the “rules
for the greek system are overly
enforced.”
“The punishment is disproportionate
compared to the acts committed by the
alumni,” Desmond said Monday.
Desmond said he plans to work with
the university to decrease the punish-
ment.
Hazing is defined by the university
as “any act or action taken, however
communicated, involving or resulting
in abusive physical contact or mental
harassment to a member or prospective
member whether on or off the organiza-
tion/fraternity/sorority premises...”
Any university-recognized student
organization can be investigated for
hazing activity.
“We are oversensitive (about hazing
policies) and we are for a reason,” said






The Charleston City Council
decided Tuesday to obtain copies of
management contracts and specifica-
tions from cities who use private
companies to manage their water
facilities.
Charleston Mayor Dan Cougill
said the council is not prepared to
authorize bids to privatize water
utilities because the city hasn’t gath-
ered enough information yet.
“We don’t think we’re at the point
to be taking bids for the water and
sewer services,” Cougill said.
Cougill said Charleston officials
would use the contracts as guidelines
to develop specifications.
He also said Commissioner Gene
Scholes is in the process of contact-
ing other cities to get examples of
specifications.
Commissioner Gene Scholes, who
initially suggested using private
management as a cost-cutting mea-
sure, said cities with comparable
populations, such as Mt. Vernon,
Lincoln or Vincennes, Ind., could pro-
vide good examples because they
have privatized their utilities.
Two corporations have evaluated
Charleston’s utility services and sub-
mitted summaries that outline how
the city could benefit from the man-
agement of a private company.
Professional Services Group Inc. of
Houston and Environmental Man-
agement Corp. of St. Louis indicated
that Charleston could obtain “sub-
stantial savings” by contracting with
a private company.
Scholes said if the city begins
accepting bids, any company can
make a proposal. Although he is
unsure if other companies are inter-
ested, Scholes said, the two compa-
nies are the top two private manage-
ment companies in the Midwest.
At the end of the meeting, Eastern
Student Senate member Bryan
Gutraj, representing City Council
student representative Matt Gior-
dano, said Cougill was “rude” when
he spoke to the Interfraternity
Council Thursday.
Gutraj said Cougill was invited as
a guest speaker to a question-and-
answer forum, where Cougill
answered some alcohol-related ques-
tions.
“I’ve received dozens of phone calls
that said he was rude.” Gutraj said.
Gutraj did not attend the forum.
Cougill said he didn’t think he
approached anyone in a harsh man-
ner at the meeting.
“It’s inappropriate (for Gutraj to
bring the incident up at the council
meeting),” Cougill said. “If you’re a
human being and have a problem
with someone, tell him to his face.”
Cougill said he is available in his
office throughout the week. He also
said he would like to see Giordano
attend the council meetings.
“I’m anxious to see the student
representative sit on the council,”
Cougill said.
Council looks at state water contracts
By HEIDI KEIBLER
Student government editor
The Tuition Review Committee is plan-
ning a presentation on the long-term plans
of tuition increases that will explore where
additional funds generated by increases
will be spent.
The committee met Tuesday to discuss
ways of obtaining data on where tuition
money is spent, where students would like
money to be spent and why increases are
necessary.
The Board of Governors approved a 3.5
percent tuition increase Thursday for the
1995-96 academic year. 
The increase will go to the Illinois Board
of Higher Education in January for final
approval.
Members of the committee agreed that
students wouldn’t mind paying additional
tuition increases if they know where the
money will be spent and why the increases
are necessary.
“If students hear the information, if they
understand the information, some will
come out in favor of a tuition increase,”
committee member Matt Thrun said.
Eastern President David Jorns, who also
sits on the committee, stressed the impor-
tance of justifying all increases to students.
“If we say we think regular tuition
increases of some magnitude are really
going to make a quality difference, then
we’re really going to have to justify that,”
he said.
Bill Kirk, a Faculty Senate member of
the committee, suggested showing students
areas where Eastern has suffered because
of a lack of funds.
He said every year, Eastern loses talent-
ed faculty to other universities that offer 20
to 30 percent higher salaries. Eastern is
also lacking many educational journals
that could be purchased with additional
funds.
Thrun said these examples should be
brought before students.
“I think when we say we need a 3.5 per-
cent increase just to operate at the same
level as last year, a lot of students don’t buy
it,” he said. “We need to show them we need
this amount to break even or this amount
to improve this area or this area.”
Jason Anselment, committee chairman,
said the committee will now collect infor-
mation on these issues to formulate a pre-
sentation to the Student Senate.
Tuition committee to discuss




officially running for seats in




Fundator said the candidates





junior Keith Ryniak, freshman
Ryan Anderson, freshman
Kimberly Harris, freshman
Jenny Miller, junior Angela
Andrys, freshman Kevin
Piket, freshman Gabe Tucker,
sophomore Jen Law, freshman
Holly Trembcynski, freshman




ers, junior Brian McGavock,
sophomore Nicki Best, junior
Jill Vieira and junior Sara
McCain.
At large
Sophomore Jeff Zilch, junior
Laurie Surges, sophomore Ben
Janvrin, freshman Jason An-




junior Brian Anderson, fresh-
man Jason Stipp, senior John
Kohl and freshman John
Hanley.
In other election matters,
Fundator announced that a
forum for candidates will be
held at 8 p.m. Monday, tenta-
tively in Coleman Hall Audi-
torium.
Fundator said he will invite
representatives from the Res-
idence Hall Association, Latin
American Student Organ-
ization, Black Student Union,
Multicultural Student Union,
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and




EDtrORIALS ARE THE OPINION 
017 THE EDITORIAL BOARD. 
COLUMNS ARe TliE OPINION 
OF THE AUTHOR. . 
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. Eewer polling . 
pl<lces will hurt 
senate elections 
The Student Senate's "solution" to prevent-
ing the problems that occurred In last April's 
election has left many people scratching their 
heads. 
For the Nov. 9 election. the senate Elections 
Committee isn't planning on stricter enforce-
ment of campaign rules 
Edi to:rial as stated in the senate 
bylaws. It also isn't set-
ting ground rules for 
stiff punishments for those who engage in bal-
lot stuffing or illegal or unethical campaigning. 
V\IJ1at the committee is doing is cutting the 
number of places students w!ll be able to vote. 
In past years, polling places have been locat-
ed in a majority of the residence halls, making it 
easy for on-campus students to vote. But now 
Elections Committee members believe this 
easy-access voting is the root cause of the 
problems ln last spring's election. 
In last April's election, the Impact Party was 
sanctioned 40 percent of its-vote totals because 
members violated campalgn regulations. This 
decision was overturned by the Student 
Government Supreme Court. 
Oaims of ballot stuffing and unethical cam-
paign tactics were also made. but no charges 
were ever fiJed. 
At first glance, cutting the number of polling 
places may seem like a good idea. Fewer 
polling places means fewer opportunities for 
ballot tampering. 
But it is also likely to mean fewer students 
voting. 
· -'.£.a.stern· students, as a whole, don't have a 
stellar voting record to start with. Past elections 
that have attracted more than 1 O percent of the 
student body have been deemed astonishing 
successes. 
Decreasing the number of polling places 
would push · this paltry figure even lower. And 
the Student Senate complains about voter 
turnout. 
The Student Senate should be concerned 
with Increasing the number of voters this year, 
not the likelihood of a repeat of last spring' s 
elections. 
By concentrating on the past, the Student 
Senate Is ultimately hurting their future. 
~ 
B0ard'S attitude_ lacked j:>rofessionalisin 
unfair conclusions. The most dl~rblng part of 
last week's vote by the Board 
of Governors to raise tuJtton 
was not the cost lnaease ltSelf. 
The seemingly lnftam.matory 
r~ to student representa-
ttves smelled of bureauaattc 
elitism. 
Any decision to raise tuition 
brings controversy, but the 
trustees' attitudes at the meet- ~hrls 
Ing Thursday serve only t~ put Sundheim 
more distance between the 
~r Robierson, a BOG 
trustee from Champaign, told a 
student representative that the 
tuition hike was~ 
none of his concern. 
·"You young people get f'ed 
up with programs that are sap-
ping away our money," 
Roberson said. ·vou need to 
flgure It out." 
"When did tt, 
beCQT!lf? the Stu.-
dents' responsi-




Isn't this a case of a bureau-
crat who Just doesn't get it? 
How does a trustee come to 
the conclusion that the board's financial matters don't 
affect him. that the budget Is someone else's con-
cern? 
board and students. 
How aggravating to hear someone e)ltrusted t.P 
oversee five state universities publldy call the hike a 
"young people's problem." • 
Thi~ and other comments were needless. They were 
unprofessional and a crude dodge of the Issue at hand. 
The nine BOG trustees approved a 3.5 percent 
tuition hike for 1995-96 after turning down a motion 
by student representatives to table the proposal until 
next month . 
The hike. which passes next to the Illinois Board of 
Higher Education and then the Legislature. Is aJI but 
assured of full approval by next.spring. · 
The Increase. If It becomes official , will mark the 
third time In four years the ~OG has raised tuition. 
Undergraduates will pay $66 more. Graduate students 
will pay an additional $ 72. 
The one-month delay students requested probably 
would not have made much difference. Inflation and 
rising costs throughout the system made a tuition hike 
virtually Inevitable. 
Even with that said, however. the reasons for the 
vote were not so surprising or worrisome. The tone of 
the trustees' comment5 almost tried to lay the In· 
crease at the students' feet. as If they were somehow 
to blame. 
To their credit. four trustees supported the student 
request to delay action until next month. Still, the five 
who rejected It are likely to make students wonder 
just what they did to deserve such Incensing treat-
ment. 
One would think polltlcally astute trustees might try 
to appear reluctant to approve a tuition Increase. They 
would lose less credlblllty If they at least looked re-
gretful. _ 
Instead. they tfndel'mitied their oWn ·case with a few 
After the vote to raise tuition, BOG ChanceJlor 
Thomas Ldyzell said he might reconsider the hike If 
students returned to the board In a month wl1h a list 
of alternatives. 
If he was serious. Ldyzell has misunderstood his 
role and made an Impossible mandate. Revenue deci-
sions are best left to financial experts. not a handful of 
disgruntled student representatives. 
When did it become the students' respon5'blllty to 
balance the BOG's books. an-yway? 
The only progressive thing to rise out of last week's 
decision was the suggestion to form a committee of 
students and board officials to look for those elusive 
alternatives. Perhaps some recondllat1on between the 
two sides will come together within that group. 
Board spokeswoman Michelle Brazell ~as predicted 
the board will begin raising tuition annually to keep up 
with klflation. 
Inflation-based Increases will be moderate and stu· 
dents can plan !'Gr them, Brazell said. 
But If board members want to make tultfon hikes a 
yearly event. they should at least have the courtesy to 
attempt to relate to students' plight. 
Tuition hikes are only made doubly painful by cal-
lous and Inaccurate statements from the bureaucrats 
who have the last say. 
Serious discussion of the Issues among Informed. 
reasonable people Is sure to soften the blow and fos-
ter a measure of mutual understanding. 
- Chris Sundhelm Is assocldre news editor and d 
columnist for The Ddf/y £astem News. 
NO ONE KNOWS WHAT DID IT ... 
WAS 1 T.... · 
••• Tl.e. t.lo..J ,..,. ... ; I? · 
• ~.,,., ... c .t..i..;• ,..c;..,~.::1·"" $100 .... 
• •• E /e.c. fro,..;c. prob le.m-.1 
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Students should not 
have to walk outside 
to earn their dinner 
Dear editor: 
I am writing to you regarding 
the residence hall lilnlng centers 
which offer the specialty lines 
• during the lunch hou'rs. 
In th' past, residents have 
been able to walk through the 
dining center lf'they would r~ther 
eat what Is on thl! other side. 
Just recently. however, the din· 
Ing halls have decided that stu-
dents must go outside and walk 
around the buildings If they do 
not want to eat what Is on their 
Tour turn 
own side. 
For example. I live In Andrews 
Hall. The regular meal Is served 
on our side, and ~zza Is served 
on Thomas Hall's d veryday. 
This means that w enever I 
want pizza. I need to walk 
around the building. 
For the men of Thomas. 
though. It Is even worse. They 
are always forced to walk outside 
unless they want pizza everyday. 
This new regulation does not 
bother me on days when the 
weather Is nice. However, what 
about cold. rainy days? And bet· 
whofL lot 
me~sier.~1 
~ c-·~ •oo"· + ..... J,.or,... 
,. .. ,... "....,.. 
~O\&. • 
ter yet. this wlnter. when we 
have to trudge through the 
snow? 
I have always felt that one~of 
the benefits of living In a resi-
dence hall was to be able to have 
a meal In a casual atmosphere 
~nd In casual attire. I do not feel 
that I should have to bundle up In 
rain gear and/ or winter apparel In 
order to eat In my own dining 
hall. 
I can understand how reducing 
the traffk Is easier o., dining ser-
vice employees. but no one e'ler 
said life Is easy. The residence 
halls need to keep In mind the 
well being of residents who pay 
to live In their halls. 
Holly Birt 
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The fourth candidate for the
position of vice president for
business affairs told a search
committee Tuesday that he
wants to work closely with
Eastern and get to know its
people.
Morgan Olsen, vice presi-
dent of fiscal affairs at
Emporia State University in
Emporia, Kan., said he would
emphasize teamwork if offered
the position.
“I feel we need open commu-
nication,” Olsen said.
Olsen is the fourth candi-
date interviewed for the posi-
tion left open when Charles
Colbert resigned to take a posi-
tion at the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
Olsen received a bachelor’s
degree in political science and
master’s degree in public
administration from the
University of North Dakota.
He completed his Ph.D. in
higher education from the
University of Kansas in 1992.
He has worked in the office
of fiscal affairs at Emporia
State University for nine
years, and became vice presi-
dent in 1993.
Olsen said he is familiar
with Eastern’s agenda because
he has worked with strategic
planning since 1990 at Emp-
oria State.
He also said that he would
let team players pursue their
own initiatives if their plans
add to the program.
“I want to talk to all levels:
directors and staff,” Olsen said.
“I want to take a ‘mouth shut,
ears open’ approach when
coming (to Eastern).”
Olsen said one attribute of
Eastern he finds appealing is
its information technology.
“We are in an information
business,” Olsen said. “Inform-
ation technology will become
the focus of the future, and I
have taken leadership in that
area.”
The fifth candidate for the
position, Thomas Saban of
Chadron State College in
Chadron, Neb., will meet with
the search committee at 11
a.m. in the Schahrer Room of
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Each candidate is evaluated
by the committee, which
selects finalists and hands its
recommendations to President
David Jorns, said James
Johnson, chairman of the
search committee and dean of
the College of Arts and
Humanities. 
The committee plans to






The trial of a former
Eastern student accused of
first-degree murder will begin
Jan. 9.
Greg Jackson, 22, of Count-
ry Club Hills, was indicted on
Aug. 26, 1993 for his alleged
role in the July 1993 shooting
death of Sheila Doyle, a Palos
Park nurse.
“There is a pretty large back
log in the court system,” said
Andre Grant, an assistant for
the law firm of Stanley Hill
and Associates who is defend-
ing Jackson. “(The prosecution
and the defense) had to decide
upon a date around that.”
Grant said the court date
was a combined effort of the
court and the prosecution and
defense, all of which had to
examine the schedules of the
other parties.
Authorities say Jackson
allegedly drove the car used to
take suspects Antwon Tyler,
23, and Marcus Grey, 17, to
and from the scene of the inci-
dent. If convicted, Jackson
could face a minimum of 20
years in prison.
Tyler was found guilty of
first-degree murder earlier
this year. He was sentenced to
natural life in prison. Grey has
yet to be tried.
Jackson, who is free on bail,
would have been a senior at
Eastern during the 1993-94
academic year.
Jackson trial set
for early January 
By HEIDI KEIBLER
Student government editor
A bill  calling for the
establishment of a Student
Body Elections Commission
will be considered at the
Student Senate meeting
tonight.
The senate will meet at 7
p.m. in the Arcola-Tuscola
Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
The bill, written by Stud-
ent Body President Blake
Wood and submitted by sen-
ate member Glenn Fundator,
calls for a commission to
oversee the following: stu-
dent body executive officer
elections, Student Senate
elections and elections man-
dated by the Board of Gov-
ernors and/or administra-
tion of Eastern.
Members of the commis-
sion would be prohibited
from occupying any offices
affiliated with Student Gov-
ernment, including any stu-
dent body executive offices,
the Apportionment Board
chairmanship or positions
on the Student Senate,
Student Government Sup-
reme Court Justice, Univ-




members could not work for
the campus newspaper,
radio or television stations
in a capacity that would
require them to cover the
Student Government.
There is an existing Elect-
ion Committee to oversee
Student Government elec-
tions, but its members are
affiliated with Student
Government.
Wood said this bill  is
important in eliminating
any conflict of interest that
exists on the current Elect-
ion Committee.
“In light of what hap-
pened last year, it is impor-
tant that there not be any
kind of conflict of interest,”
he said. “The Election Com-
mittee was accused of being
very biased, and the hear-
ings conducted were not
very professional.”
In last April ’s Student
Government elections, the
Impact Party was found
guilty by the Election Com-
mittee of campaign viola-
tions and was had 40 per-
cent of its votes revoked.
The sanctions cost the
party two executive posi-
tions and four senate seats.
The Student Government
Supreme Court later over-
turned the committee’s deci-
sion, restoring the original
winners to their positions.
Wood said he hopes this
type of controversy can be
avoided by the establish-
ment of a new election com-
mission.
“Hopefully it will  be a
fairer process because it
won’t be vulnerable to any
conflict of interest,” he said.
Wood said elections on the
federal, state and local level
are not run by the state
Legislature, and Student
Government elections
should therefore not be run
by the Student Government.
If senate members app-
rove the bill tonight, they
must also approve a bylaw




Also at tonight’s meeting,
the senate will:
• Discuss a resolution to
change the name of the
Office of Student Activities
to the Office of Student Life.
• Vote on the allocations
approved by the Apportion-
ment Board two weeks ago,
including the $8,000 allocat-
ed to the University Board






The Faculty Senate agreed
with a proposal from the
Staff Senate Tuesday that
would allow staff employees
to take part in the appoint-
ment or re-appointment of
department chairmen.
Sandy Bingham-Porter
and Teresa Sims, representa-
tives from the Staff Senate,
asked the Faculty Senate to
support allowing all mem-
bers of a department staff to
have some voice in the
appointment of chairmen.
“We are concerned that the
total department is not
involved in the appointment
process,” Porter said. “We
hope that the staff members
directly involved with the
department could be included
in some fashion of the inter-
viewing process (for new
chairs).”
Some senate members
agreed that staff employees
could give valuable input in
the selection of department
chairmen.
“My experience tells me
that a staff member works
much more closely with a
chair than some members of
the faculty,” senate member
Jayne Ozier said. “If I were
in that position, I would want
my concerns heard.”
The senate agreed that
staff members such as
department secretaries could
give valuable information on
the competence of chairmen
concerning their reappoint-
ment.
“If I was working with
someone eight hours a day, I
think I would have some-
thing to offer (in the reap-
pointment process),” senate
member Gail Mason said.
Senate member Jane
Lasky agreed that some
members of the staff could
offer valuable information
concerning the approval of
chairmen.
“The faculty might very
well benefit and profit from
getting the input of staff
members who are in close
contact with the chairs,”
Lasky said.
Also at the meeting, Mason
spoke on behalf of the Deve-
lopment Advisory Comm-
ittee, asking the senate for
suggestions on developing a
donation system where facul-
ty members would contribute
money to a United Fund.
This fund would be used
for scholarships, purchasing
commodities and travel funds
for the use of the faculty
themselves.
The proposal would also
allow faculty members to
trade in personal items such
as computers and video and
audio equipment to be used
by the university in an
attempt to save university
expenditures.
Some senate members
were critical of this idea,
claiming this system could be
compared to “money laund-
ering.”
“We could be creating an
impression that is a lie,”
Senate member John Mc-
Elligot said. “It would look
like the faculty is forking
over lots of money to this





Herzegovina (AP) – Faced
with their toughest chal-
lenge of the 31-month war,
Bosnian Serbs struggled
Tuesday to hold ground
against heavy government
attacks on three fronts.
In what could be a piv-
otal change, Bosnian
Croat militiamen who had
stayed out of the recent
fighting are mobilizing to
support the suddenly suc-
cessful Muslim-led govern-
ment forces, a U.N. official
said.
The Croat militia’s
entry into the combat
could accelerate the dra-
matic shift of momentum
of the past week, which
came as the long-out-
gunned government army
achieved its biggest terri-
torial gains since the war
began in April 1992.
A combined Muslim-
Croat offensive would be
their first major coopera-
tive operation since agree-
ing in March to form joint




The main arenas of
combat Tuesday were in
the mountains just south
of Sarajevo, around the
Serb-held west-central
town of Kupres and in
northwest Bosnia, where
government troops have
captured at least 100
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Academic advisers, note errors
in Theatre Art listings in 
Spring 95 schedule.
On the back of the Spring 95 Class
Schedule, THA 3751-C and THA 
3752-C (Theatre & Civilization I & II)
are incorrectly listed under the Fine Arts
segment of the Cultural Experience
component of the Integrated Core
These courses should be listed under the
Foundations of Civilization component.
They will not count toward the Cultural
Experience requirement. 
Also Note:
THA 3754-C(American Theatre on Film)
is now a core course; it should be listed
under the Fine Arts segment of the Cultural
Experience component of the Integrated
Core. Other Theatre Arts listings are correct
as printed. If you have questions, call E.T.
Guidotti(3110) or Jerry Eisenhour(3219 or 3110).
ADDITIONAL DISCOUNTS TO ALL EASTERN




would like to congratulate the following brothers
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Tracy McCarthy Lyn Volz
3.5-3.9
Sandy Schaefer Gina DiPaolo Tom Fuster
Kim Tarter Amy Stepp Brodrick Penn
Lea Poe
3.0-3.4
Connie Dziubcynski Stacey Burns Sarah Lackey
Helen Thorton Brian McCoy Holly Birt
Shannon Crouch Curt Kuetemeyer Matt Yegge















Reproductive services in Coles County will
be the subject of a panel discussion Thursday
sponsored by Eastern’s Women’s Studies
Council.
The discussion will be held at 3 p.m.
Thursday in the Charleston-Mattoon Room of
the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Panelists include Pat Shae, Champaign
County Planned Parenthood public affairs
officer; Karen Cody Carlson, executive direc-
tor of Planned Parenthood of East-Central
Illinois; local business owner Shannon
Sherwood; and Devon Flesor, a member of
the Health Care Options Planning Commit-
tee and an Eastern English professor.
The Health Care Options Committee was
formed last spring to address the availability
of reproductive health services to the
Charleston community.
“We’re trying to inform the public about
our group,” Flesor said. “We want to open a
modest Planned Parenthood clinic in
Charleston.”
Since the committee was formed, it has
raised funds, researched the plan and tried
to generate community support, Flesor said.
“We are bringing in Planned Parenthood
administrators to talk about Planned
Parenthood and how we can come together to
bring a clinic here,” Flesor said.
The proposed clinic would provide a num-
ber of services, such as pelvic examinations,
pap tests, screening and treatment for sexu-
ally transmitted diseases, contraceptive ser-
vices and supplies, pregnancy testing, HIV
testing and counseling services, Flesor said.
The center would not provide abortion ser-
vices, she added.
The committee is interested in hearing
responses and answering questions from the
campus community about the proposed pro-
ject at Thursday’s discussion, Flesor said.




The first of a two-part
PBS video conference focus-
ing on expanding education
to off-campus locations will
be presented Thursday from
1-3 p.m. in Coleman Hall
Auditorium.
Eastern’s School of Adult
and Continuing Education
and the Business Develop-
ment Center are sponsoring
the interactive conference,
titled “Teaching and Learn-
ing in Non-Traditional Set-
tings.”
The cost for one confer-
ence is $19 or $29 for both. 
The presentation is direct-
ed at academic professionals
interested in expanding off-
campus programs, such as
telelearning and video and
audio courses, said Janet
Fraembs, coordinator of the
conference.
The program, titled
“Taking Your Programs Off
Campus,” is about effective
teaching and learning prac-
tices for non-traditional set-
tings, including prisons, mil-
itary bases, corporate class-





adult learning and guide-
lines for implementing off-
campus programs.
“The presenters are out-
standing in their field,”
Fraembs said.
Carol B. Aslanaian, of the
Office of Adult Learning
Services and moderator of
the panel, has co-authored a
study on adult students.
Other panelists include
leading experts in the adult
teaching field and award-
winning authors from uni-
versities across the country,
Fraembs said.
The second video confer-
ence, “Models of Off-Campus
Programs,” is scheduled for
March 2. For more informa-




By DERRICK JOHNSON 
Staff writer
A store opening soon will offer men’s cloth-
ing to the Charleston area.
Eric Huddleston, former owner of Burt’s
Dry Cleaners, will open Eric’s Menswear, 622
W. Lincoln Ave, within the next week.
The new store will offer men’s suits starting
at $140, sport coats, and a variety of dress
slacks and shoes.
Huddleston, formerly of Charleston, said he
has considered opening his own store for some
time. He once worked as a manager at Elder
Beerman, a department store in Danville. 
“Charleston is a good business community,”
Huddleston said. “There is a lot of new growth
going on here and we will look forward to
serving the community well.
“Charleston is a nice place to be,” Huddle-
ston said. “I’m glad that I have chosen
Charleston to open my business.” 
One Eastern student said he thinks open-
ing a clothing store near campus is a good
idea.
“I’m glad they’re going to open a new men’s
clothing store around town so I won’t have to
go all the way home or the new shopping cen-
ter in Tuscola just to buy a suit or some dress
shoes,” freshman communication major
Bernard Moore said.
The store hours will be from 9 a.m. to 8
p.m. Monday through Saturday and from 1
p.m. to 5 p.m. on Sunday.  
New men’s clothing store
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But Qualified, Honest, & Sincere
“I Don’t Just Say I Have Law 
Experience, I Have 24 Years of 
Law Enforcement Experience.”
ELECTRONSCOTTSheriff











































































































































































































































































































Movie Hotline  258-8228




Exit to Eden (R)
4:30, 7:15
The Puppet Masters (R)
5:00, 7:30 
Forrest Gump  (PG-13)
4:30, 7:15Little Giants (PG)
4:45, 7:00
Only You  (PG)
7:00, 9:15
Wes Craven’s New Nightmare (R)
7:30, 9:45
Nicole Holland
Can’t wait to get
you Gracey Sissy!!
Happy B-day!
Love, T and C
ROSELAWN, Ind. (AP) –
Crews built a gravel road
across a boggy soybean field
Tuesday to help investigators
reach bodies and clues in a
commuter plane crash that
killed all 68 people on board.
American Eagle Flight
4184 gave off a high-pitched
whine of engines at full throt-
tle as it streaked to the
ground in a driving rain
Monday en route to Chicago’s
O’Hare Airport.
National Transportation
Safety Board spokesman Ted
Lopatkiewicz refused to spec-
ulate on the cause of the
crash. One witness said he
saw the almost-new twin-
engine propjet plunge toward
the ground with a wing
sheared off; Lopatkiewicz said
he had no comment on that
report.
Searchers found the plane’s
cockpit voice recorder and
flight data recorder. Both
were sent to Washington for
analysis.
On Tuesday, the sun came
out after a night of heavy
rain, and crews brought in
truckloads of gravel to put
down a road.
Investigators needed the
200-yard trail to overcome
mud too deep even for four-
wheel drive vehicles.
The barren field where the
plane went down “smelled
like a butcher shop,’’ said Les
Smith, who lives nearby.
Searchers who made it
through the muck on foot soon
after the crash described
small chunks of smashed air-
plane and pieces of bodies.
The largest piece of plane was
a 6-to-8-foot section of the tail.
“What we did see, we didn’t
like,’’ said firefighter John
Knapp.
“There’s not one body that’s
intact,’’ said another firefight-
er, Jerry Cramer.
Gov. Evan Bayh stammered
as he described what he saw
from a helicopter. “There is a
small crater there and the
wreckage is strewn in a fairly
close radius around the
impact site,’’ he said. “The
destruction is complete.’’
Roads built to reach crash
ASSOCIATED PRESS
R E P O R T
Several new editors and an electronic
mail address have been added to The Daily
Eastern News as a result of the traditional
fall staffing changes.
Elizabeth Raichle and Adam McHugh
have been named to the executive staff.
Raichle, formerly editor of On the Verge of
the Weekend, is now managing editor.
McHugh, formerly administration editor, is
now editorial page editor.
The two will join Editor in Chief Chris
Seper, News Editor Sherry Sidwell and
Associate News Editor Chris Sundheim in
the overall management of the staff and
members of the News’ editorial board.
Other additions include:
• Sophomore Karen Wolden is activities
editor, replacing junior Stephanie Carroll.
• Junior Dave Hosick, formerly student
government editor, is administration editor.
• Sophomore Heidi Keibler is student gov-
ernment editor, replacing Hosick.
• Stephanie Carroll is features editor,
replacing J.A. Winders.
• Senior Randy Liss, formerly associate
sports editor, is sports editor.
• Junior Paul Dempsey is associate sports
editor.
• Senior Steve Lysaker is Verge editor.
• Senior Robert Manker is senior
reporter.
The News’ electronic mail address is
cucms@ecn.bgu.edu. Readers can send let-
ters to the editor or ask questions about the
News. The address will continue to be listed
in the staff box on Page 2.
Also, two new regular columnists debut
this week, replacing Seper and Winders.
McHugh’s column will appear every Monday
and Raichle will run on Fridays.
– Staff report
Newspaper undergoes change
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LOW COST AUTO INSUR-
ANCE! Contact BILL HALL at
LELAND HALL INSURANCE
1010 East Lincoln 345-7023.
_____________________11/1
HOMETOWN SECRETARIAL
SERVICE wil l  type your
research papers, thesis,
reports, business letters. 345-
7341, leave message.
____________________12/12
NOW HIRING!! STOP THE
FAST FOOD CYCLE! WE
OFFER A PROFESSIONAL
ATMOSPHERE, PAID TRAIN-
ING, GREAT PAY, LEARN A
SKILL FOR THE FUTURE.




Apps now being accepted for
our activities, habilitation and
dietary dept. FT and PT, all
shifts available. FT hab. starts
at $5.30 w/ increase to $5.50
after 90 days (insurance pkg.
and other benefits, also). Why
work for minimum when you
can work for us? Apply at 738
18th St. Chas. Il, 61920. E.O.E.
_____________________12/9
CRUISE SHIP JOBS! Up to
$900 weekly. Free room/board.
Now hiring skilled/unskilled
men and women. No experi-
ence necessary. Call (601)
799-1362, ext. 5172, 24hrs.
____________________11/11
National Park Jobs- Over
25,000 openings! (including
hotel staff, tour guides, etc.)
Benefits & Bonuses! Apply now
for best positions. Call 1-206-
545-4804 ext. N57381.
____________________11/11
Available now; FT janitorial
position w/ great benefits and
insurance pkg. Also FT and PT
positions in Housekeeping and
laundry. Apply at 738 18th





BREAK ‘95. EARN SUBSTAN-






tions, Inc., in keeping with its
commitment to provide quality
residential services to persons
with development disabilities, is
hiring ful l  t ime Specialized
Support Staff. The qualified
candidates will receive exten-
sive training in order to assist in
a variety of roles within the
group home system. Must be
able to work flexible hours,
assume leadership responsibili-
ties, and provide a long term
commitment to these positions.
Beginning salary commensu-
rate with experience. Up to
$7.00 per hour. Send resume.
Administrator, Developmental
Foundations, Inc. 1550




Gymnastics and Dance is look-
ing for an outstanding instructor
that works well with young chil-
dren. Call 235-1080.
_____________________11/2
$1500 weekly possible mailing
our circulars! No experience
required! Begin Now! For info
call 202-298-8952.
____________________12/12
Professional needed to work at
the Daily Eastern News.
Positions available in advertis-




Illini 1410 Broadway, Mattoon,
Il.
_____________________11/2
Working at Disney Spring
Semester? Looking for some-
one to share driving to Florida
in my car. Call Julie at 581-
8116.
_____________________11/3
Sublessor needed for Spring ‘95.
2 Bedroom apartment 7 blocks
from campus. $300 a month obo.
345-3208. Leave message.
_____________________11/4
Sublessor needed Sp. ‘95
$190/month; heat, water, trash
included. Located on the
square. Call 345-6431.
_____________________11/4
Female sublessor needed for
spring semester. Park Place
Apts. Close to campus, Own
room. If interested call Debbie
or Beth at 345-5670.
_____________________11/4
2 Sublessors needed for Spring
‘95. House on 2nd St.
$145/month. Call Denise or
Rebecca. 345-7293.
_____________________11/7
Sublessor needed for Spring
‘95 at Atrium Apts. Call Leigh
348-8562.
_____________________11/4
One female sublessor for
Spring semester. University
Court $185/mth. Call 581-8060.
_____________________11/9
Sublessor needed for Spring
‘95. Own room. $135 a month.
Ask for Bret. 345-7948.
_____________________11/4
Sublessor needed for very nice
apt. close to campus for Fall
sem. ‘95. 345-3469.
____________________11/10
Sublessor needed for Spring
‘95. 1 bedroom apt. 1 block
from campus $250 a month.
Call 345-6075.
_____________________11/8
4 sublessors-Spring ‘95, 3 br.
house. Close, parking, some





FOR RENT. CALL 348-7746.
____________________12/12
Large 2 Bedroom townhome for
2,3,or 4 people in wooded loca-
tion. Available now, close to
campus. Call 345-2363.
_____________________11/2
Roommates wanted $160 a




DENTS! Spacious 2 Bedroom
apartment available in January
call 345-6559.
_____________________11/4
The Daily Eastern News classi-
fied advertising deadline is 2





printer only $500. Call Chris at
800-289-5685.
_____________________12/2
GIRLS 10 SPEED BIKE $50
LOCK INCLUDED. Call Jane
581-6208.
_____________________11/3
‘85 Olds Cutlass, good condi-
tion $1800 OBO. Call Tim 345-
1358.
_____________________11/4
A tandy 1000 computer 640K
color monitor and dot matrix
printer. 5 1/4 inch drive. $400 or
best offer. Call after 5:00. 345-
1224.
_____________________11/4
4 1/2 foot corn snake w/cage &
all acces. Asking $100. Call
Paul 581-2989.
_____________________11/2
The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incor-
rect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 581-
2812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following day's newspa-
per. Ads cannot be canceled
AFTER the 2 p.m. dead-
line.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submit-
ted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, reject-
ed, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes nec-






















Phone: ______________________Student  ❏ Yes ❏ No
Dates to run___________________________________
Ad to read:
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.
Under Classification of: _____________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ______________________________
Person accepting ad_________________Compositor _____________
no. words/days ___________________Amount due:$ _____________
Payment:
Check number________________
❏ Cash ❏ Check ❏ Credit
PSI CHI MEETING will be at 6 p.m. tonight in the Psychology
lounge in the Science building. Bring checkbooks.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA business meeting will be at 5:30 p.m.
tonight in the Charleston/Mattoon room in the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union. Money for walk-a-thon is due.
SIGMA GAMMA RHO will have an informational at 1 p.m. Sunday
in the Afro-American Cultural Center.
IF INTERESTED IN participation in the sigma gamma rho “Rap
down” call Tammie at 581-8122.
BGC SPECIAL EVENTS committee will beet at 7:30 p.m. tonight
in the Walkway in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
BGC FUNDRAISING COMMITTEE meeting will be at 6 p.m.
tonight in the Walkway in the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
BGC SOCIAL COMMITTEE meeting will be at 12 p.m. today in the
McDonalds in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
ZOOLOGY CLUB MEETING will be at 7 p.m. tonight in Life
Science room 301. Dr. Scott Rubinson will be speaking on the
effects of Forest Fragmentation on Songbirds.
CAMPUS CLIPS
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be





















WTWO-2 WCIA-3 WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24 USA-26 WGN-16, 9C
News News News SportsCenter Wings Love Connection
NBC News Entmt. Tonight Wheel of Fortune Bowling Wings Jeffersons
Wheel of Fortune Boys Are Back Thunder Alley Murder She Movie:Worth
Cops Far Side All American Girl Wrote Winning
Cosby Mysteries Touched By An Roseanne Boxing Movie:Going Bersek
Ellen
Dateline NBC 48 Hours ABC News Special News
Law & Order News News Speedweek Wings Night Court
David (10:35) Married . . .(10:35) SportsCenter Wings Simon & Simon
WILL-12 LIF-40 Fox-8, 55 DSC-33 WEIU-9, 51 TBS-18
MacNeil, Lehrer Designing Women Roseanne Beyond 2000 Lamb Chop ...Boss?(6:05)
Designing Women Roseanne Next Step Reading Rainbow ...Boss? (6:35)
Celebrate Storytelling Movie: Bay Coven Beverly Hills, 90210 World of Little House on Matlock
Discoveries the Prairie
American Experience Models, Inc. Vanishing Worlds St. Elsewhere
Love in Four Acts  Star Trek the Next From Fury to News Movie:Perry
Generation Forgiveness America/Wholey Mason
Being Served Unsolved Myst. Cops World of Motorweek
Movie Cops Discoveries Movie 
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94 Trek 7000, Excellent condi-
tion, low priced, must sell, B.O.
leave message, 348-7810.
____________________11/10
Honda Eliete Scooter for sale.
Great shape $900. 345-3469.
_____________________11/4
LOST: Brown leather Jacket left




Keys found in Financial Aid
office (Student Service Bldg),
lower level. Claim between 8-
4:30 M-F.
_____________________11/3
Beige and Blue umbrella found




Paradise Island, Cancun and
Jamaica from $299. Air, Hotel,
Transfers, Parties and More.
Organize small group- earn
FREE trip plus commissions!
Call 1-800-822-0321.
____________________11/2
STUDENTS: Cut next year’s
cost with sources of private
financial aid. Minimum five
sources guaranteed. Call 1-
800-850-0814 ext .  35,  for
details. Don’t delay!
___________________ 11/3
DIET MAGIC, SAFE, EFFEC-
TIVE, EASY & AFFORDABLE!
100% NATURAL MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE, CALL 728-4070.
______________________11/4
Recreation club bake sale Wed.
Nov. 2nd, 10am-2pm Coleman
Hall 2nd floor- Northeast side.
______________________11/2
AT TED’S FRIDAY “ N.I.L.8”
ALTERNATIVE ROCK BAND
FROM SPRINGFIELD WITH
SPECIAL GUEST “GOAT BOY”
ADMISSION $3.00.
______________________11/2
PRELAW CLUB is sponsoring a
MOCK LSAT on Tuesday
November 8th at 5pm. For more
information call: Courtney 348-
1685 or Julie 581-8102.
________________11/1,2,3,4,7,
WHY DID THE CHICKEN
CROSS THE ROAD? TO GET
TO JOEY’S- HE NEED NOT-
WE DELIVER! 345-2466. 11AM-
2PM FOR LUNCH AND 4PM-
MIDNIGHT. SAT & SUN. WE
DELIVER ALL DAY!
________________11/1,2,3,4,7,
Tonight at Panthers, all beer
and panthers shir ts $3.00.
Budweiser c locks $25.00.
Banners $5.00, $1.00 shots.
____________________11/2
TRESSA THOMAS OF AST:
Your sisters are proud of you
for receiving THE PARENT
CLUB SCHOLARSHIP
____________________11/2
SIGMA CHI: Thanks for a great
time at the halloween function.
We had a blast. Love, Delta
Zeta.
_____________________11/2
#3 Reason to transfer form
EIU- You can’t even keep a
souvenir banner without people
becoming upset.
_____________________11/2
POOH BEAR-WILL YOU DO
ME THE HONOR OF BEING
MY FORMAL DATE? YOUR
HONEY!
_____________________11/2
Jason Bonds of Lambda Chi
Alpha: Thank you for the
Halloween treats. Can’t wait to
see you at formal on Saturday.
Love, the AST’S.
_____________________11/2
Sonia Bisconski!! Happy B-
day...Dare I say how old you
are? Nah, keep them guessing.
Gonna get you ‘RUNK! Don’t
let Amanda play with your hair!!
_____________________11/2
Now open, Rosie’s!
Wednesday special. All you
can eat spaghetti, garlic bread,
and salad, $5.00. Daily menu
specials: Wed, Thurs, Fri, &
Sat. Chicago old style $1.00,
fuzzy navals $1.50. We now
have Foosball and Pool Tables.
Open 4pm-1am.
_____________________11/2
KRISTEN COLE OF SIGMA
SIGMA SIGMA:
Congratulations on getting
lavaliered to Kevin Hughes of
Lambda Chi Alpha at ISU! Your
sisters are so happy for you!
_____________________11/2
Misha Kuhn of AST: your sis-
ters are glad to announce you
as Active of the month. Love,
your sisters.
_____________________11/2
Hey Sigma Nu’s, get ready for a
fun week with Phi-Esta Bowl.
Good luck in the games! Love
your A-Phi coaches, Amy & Amy.
______________________11/2
AT TED’S FRIDAY, “N.I.L.8”
ALTERNATIVE ROCK BAND
FROM SPRINGFIELD WITH
SPECIAL GUEST “GOAT BOY”
ADMISSION $3.00.
______________________11/4
Tom- Happy 21st B-day! You can




PRANKSTERS! Don’t worry, U5-
O Can’t stop us! LOOK OUT
Matt, Nate, Azad, & Especially
Walsh! Luv, T.P. TROOP.
______________________11/2
Get excited for Phi-Esta Bowl
this week!!
____________________11/2
Good luck to all Phi-Esta Bowl
players this week. Love, the
ladies of ALPHA PHI.
____________________11/4
DELTA CHI: Get excited for
Phi-Esta Bowl!  Good luck,
you’ll do great. See you on
the field. Love, Kelly, Jenny, &
Michelle.
____________________11/2
Lisa Bertelotti- Phi-Esta will
be a complete success,
thanks to your hard work.
Good luck and have fun!
Love, Kelly.
____________________11/2
DZ Orange Blade: You’re on a
roll! Congrats on your win!
Love, your sisters.
____________________11/2
ERIN DAVIS- WOAH- YOUR
FINALLY 19! Too bad your still
i l legal. Have fun anyway!





LUCK THIS WEEK!!! A-PHI
LOVE, YOUR COACHES.
_____________________11/2
Jennifer, I’m so glad you decid-
ed not to move out after out talk
on Wednesday. Everything is
fine now. Shannon.
_____________________11/2
SIG PI’S: Thanks for the
Halloween function! We had a
blast! From the Sig Kaps.
_____________________11/2
MARTHA CLOTFELTER:
You’re the best house mom
ever. We want you to know how
much you are appreciated.
Have a great day. Love, your
Alpha Phi’s.
_____________________11/2






AMY LEVINE AND ROBIN
HICKMAN OF ASA: YOU
ARE DOING A GREAT JOB




PAM CLARK OF ALPHA
SIGMA ALPHA: YOU DID AN
OUTSTANDING JOB WITH
DEDICATION DAYS! ONLY
ONE MORE WEEK TO DO!!




SPRING ‘95, OWN ROOM, 1




LET THE DAILY EASTERN
NEWS CLASSIFIEDS WORK
FOR YOU!! OFFICE HOURS
ARE 8-4:30 M-F IN ROOM
127 BUZZARD BUILDING.
__________________HAOO
KDP PHI-ESTA BOWL TEAM:
Good luck this week! I know







Person accepting ad _______________________________________
Expiration code (office use only)___________Compositor__________
No. words/days___________________Amount due:$ _____________
DON’T PASS BY
THIS DEAL!
IT'S THE 10 WORDS
FOR $1 DEAL!
The News will run your 10 word
FOR SALE ad for $1* per day
*The 10 words for $1 is available to any non-commercial indi-
vidual who wishes to sell an item or items priced lower than
$300 (max. of 3 items). NO CHANGES OR REFUNDS. All
items must be priced.  ALL ADS MUST BE PRE-PAID.
Name: _______________________________________
Address: _________________Phone: ______________
Dates to run _______________________
Message: (one word per line)
______ ______ ______ ______ ______
______ ______ ______ ______ ______
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up.”
All of that enthusiasm was something that
coach John McInerney was also kind of afraid of.
Weiss has had a history of stomach ulcers, and
when the nerves and excitement start to build,
so do Weiss’ ulcers, which have forced the sopho-
more from a race before.
“I just told him to keep running,” McInerney
said. “The one race his stomach really bothered
him the most was at Kenosha and that’s a really
hilly course, so I was a little bit worried about
this weekend.”
The Crystal Lake course happened to be a
“hilly course with a lot of uneven surfaces”,
according to Weiss. So did McInerney have a
thread of doubt about how Weiss would hold up?
“Yeah. I knew he’d go in and give his best,
though,” McInerney said. “If his stomach shuts
down, it shuts down. He’s been working on
relaxing during the race, but it’s always in the
back of my mind.
“He runs off of strength,” McInerney said.
“And hilly courses do bring out the worst in his
gut, but the hills don’t scare him. When the
fourth and fifth miles come along and the going
got tough, he kept going, but sometimes he has
to back off a little to keep (his stomach) under
control.”
And, just like clockwork, Weiss said his ulcers
flared up during the race, because as the fourth
mile of five rolled around, he experienced dry-
heaves.
“In just about every race, he gets to the last
quarter mile and he starts to experience some
trouble,” McInerney said. “He just has to relax,
but it scares you a little bit.”
“I guess it’s all mental,” Weiss said. “You just
want to hold on and do the best you can. I want-
ed to stop, but I had to keep going because it
was the conference championship and I didn’t
want to let the team down.”
Team
♣ From Page 12
there is nobody left.
No more Magic. No more
Bird. Who can carry on bas-
ketball’s legacy?
Surely not Scottie Pippen,
who could be basketball’s
next hero for the ages – or its
hero for all but 1.8 seconds of
it.
Charles Barkley could
never be called one of the
greatest, for he doesn’t even
have the time be a role model
for the most impressionable
viewers the NBA has – chil-
dren.
He would rather beat up
their cartoon heroes on Sat-
urday Night Live than try
and show them what heroes
are made of.
Now players like Dennis
Rodman and John Starks
will have to pick up the slack
left by the Birds and the
Jordans.
What a bleak future.
The NBA is certainly head-
ed for a downfall, and when it
does I’ll have to drive by the
Chicago Stadium (there will
be no airline commercializa-
tion in this column) and read
the inscription on the bottom
of Jordan’s statue to remind
me of how great the NBA
once was.
“The best there ever was –
the best there ever will be.”
Dempsey
• From Page 12





Leinenkugel’sLowenbraü DarkMiller Genuine Draft
Thursday
Samuel Adams DraftPint $225Pilsner $150
509 Van Buren 345-2380











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































UB SPECIAL EVENTS PRESENTS
BINGO
FRIDAY NOV 4











IT’S COLD OUTSIDEBURGERSARE OUT‘CAUSE YOUGOT NO RIDEDORM FOODSTINKS
THEY’RE SERVIN LIVERJIMMY JOHN’S®WE DELIVER345-1075“WE’LL BRING ‘EM TO 





































































































































































































































































Steak Sandwichw/cheese & bacon ongarlic bread w/fries $349





Transition periods are funny things.
The Lady Panther basketball team has
been going through a rebuilding process over
the past several seasons, but now that sec-
ond-year coach John Klein constructed a
team in which nine of the 14 players are
underclassmen, future days are looking much
brighter.
But transition periods such as Eastern’s do
little justice for players like senior Nicky
Polka.
As the point guard for the Lady Panthers,
Polka has become one of the school’s all-time
greats. Her 409 career assists is fourth in
Lady Panther history. Her 187 steals is fifth-
highest, and with 20 more three-pointers she
will be second in that category.
And she has started in 73 consecutive
games dating back to her freshmen season.
Last season she led the Mid-Continent
Conference with a 5.8 per game assist aver-
age and led the team with 76 steals and a
.387 three-point field goal shooting average.
But among these great marks is an ugly
blemish – the team’s record.
The Lady Panthers’ record during Polka’s
tenure is 16-64, including a 3-24 record in
1992-93, one of the school’s worst seasons.
According to Polka, once the Lady Panthers
began to lose in great numbers, they began to
accept it, and the “hunger” was gone.
“I can’t stand losing,” Polka said. “But it’s
something you get into, and you don’t think
you’re accepting it. We lacked the competi-
tiveness and we lacked
going out there and believ-
ing in ourselves that we
could really beat the team
we were playing.”
But now Polka believes
the winning attitude is com-
ing back. She said Klein has
been building confidence in
the team and pride in the
school, and the players that
Klein has brought in have
that hunger to win.
The Lady Panthers showed signs of a res-
urrection last season when they won three of
their last six games after starting off 2-12. 
This season Klein believes the Lady
Panthers have as good a chance as anybody
in the Mid-Continent Conference to succeed,
and as the team’s captain, Polka will play an
instrumental role this season.
“She’s very important to the team simply
because she’s our senior point guard, and the
point guard is a very key position on any
team,” Klein said. “And her experience and
her ability to perform make her an important
player. It’s simple – she’s a very good point
guard and every basketball team needs one to
be successful.”
Even though the team has much going for
them, they are still young and may not make
it to the top for several years. 
But Polka does not believe that this out-
come would mean any less pride.
“I think anybody would be disappointed on
missing out on a winning tradition,” Polka
said. “But I think this year we’re going to
start turning things around. And if next year
they (Lady Panthers) continue to get better
and they continue to get better the year after
that, I’m going to feel good helping to turn
this program around.
“I’ll know that I had something to do with
this.”
Playing the waiting game
Nicky Polka
But Lady Panthers’




The Eastern men’s soccer
team will play a rescheduled
match with Southern Illinois
University at Edwardsville
today at 2 p.m. at Lakeside
Field.
The contest is a make-up
game from Sept. 17 when the
original game was suspended.
The game officials walked off
the field with just over five
minutes remaining in the
match after hearing argu-
ments from Southern players
and head coach Ed Hunke. 
The Cougars were leading
1-0 in the contest which was
part of the Governor’s Cup
tournament.
The Panthers (11-2 overall
and 5-1-1 in the Mid-
Continent Conference) and
Eastern Athletic Director Bob
McBee filed and won a protest
with the Mid-Con about the
suspended contest. The deci-
sion explained that the game,
which was to be played at a
later date, must be played in
its entirety.
Eastern’s last game was
against Southern (6-11, 3-4) on
Sunday, which the Panthers
won 4-2. Co-captain Brad
McTighe led the Eastern
attack with two goals and an
assist.
Panther head coach Cizo
Mosnia explained that he
doesn’t know how the Cougars
will react from Sunday’s loss.
“It’s tough to tell,” Mosnia
said. “(But) I’m hoping that we
will do better than last week-
end.”
If Eastern wins or ties the
game, it will capture the
Governor’s Cup. The Cup,
which is annually played
between Eastern, Southern,
Western Illinois and
Sangamon State, is awarded
to the squad with the best
record against the other three
teams.
“Right now, (the game is) for
the record and for the
Governor’s Cup,” Mosnia said.
“I really don’t know what they
would be playing for, except for
something to prove against
us.”
The Panthers’ next contest
will be Saturday, Nov. 5, when
they compete in the first round
of the Mid-Con Tournament at
Buffalo. Eastern will face
Central Connecticut State at 5
p.m.
Governor’s Cup winner
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Quarterback Club at 12 noon





Pool $125 – Bar & Pool age 21; Never a cover 




6oz. Ribeye Dinner(Salad, veggie & Potato) $650




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































THE ONLY WEDNESDAY SPECIAL
TM
FREE BREADSTICKS WITH ANY
LARGE CHEESE PIZZA $5.99+tax
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Ray Padovan said his men’s
and women’s squads per-
formed well in its first relay
meet of the young season –
and both squads worked
side-by-side to pull it off.
With victories in their first
two individual meets of the
season, against Millikin and
Northeastern Illinois, the
Panthers proved that they
could compete in co-ed com-
petition by finishing second
out of five teams with 254
points at the University of
Northern Iowa Purple Pan-
ther Relays on Sunday.
The programs that com-
peted along with Eastern
were the host Panthers of
Northern Iowa, which fin-
ished first with 286 points;
Bradley University, which
finished third with 222
points; St. Louis University,
which compiled 164 points,
good enough for fourth; and
Northeast Mississippi, which
finished last with 135 points.
“This relay was a little dif-
ferent from the ones that we
normally swim in, but we did
a good job overall,” Padovan
said. “Two previous wins and
a second place finish is not a
bad start.”
In the meet, where two
women and two men were in
each relay, the Panthers cap-
tured victories in three of the
12 relays – the 800-yard
freestyle, the 400-yard indi-
vidual medley and the 2,000-
yard freestyle.
In the 800, the team of
Amanda Brandt, Ron Steffy,
Annell Metzger and Doug
Habben (7:54.67) captured
first. In the 2,000, where
each swimmer swam 500
yards, Katrina Crociani, Dan
Sherwin, Metzger and Steffy
(21:26.13) took first. In the
400, Maridee Hisgen, Taff
Nielsen, Tayna Rahn and
Habben (4:05.52) claimed the
victory.
“We can judge our progress
simply by our times in the
event,” Padovan said. “We
are where we were expected
to be at this point. The play-
ers just need to continue to
swim up to their potential.”
Padovan believes his team
is not where it should be in
terms of progress, but he’s
not too concerned either.
“We’re not extremely
sharp,” Padovan said. “But I
would really be worried if we
were swimming extremely
well at this point. But we
just have to be ready because
we have some tough meets
coming up.”
Swim teams take second
at Northern Iowa relays
starting seven of the Panthers’ eight games
so far this season and earning Gateway
Lineman of the Week honors for his play in
Eastern’s 30-21 win over Indiana State on
Saturday.
“I can’t say I don’t feel (the pain),” Richart
said. “Practicing, I definitely feel it. In games,
I think I can just focus it out. In the Indiana
State game (last week), nothing bothered me
until the game was over and I started
unwrapping stuff.”
“He’s miraculous,” said coach Bob Spoo.
“How he’s doing it, I don’t know. You don’t for-
get guys like that who have paid the price.”
Richart has had surgery on his shoulder
twice already, but his real problems began
when he tore the ACL in his knee last year
which put him out of action for several
months in the off season.
The wrist and elbow problems came later,
along with an aggravation of his shoulder
injury which occurred in the Panthers’ loss to
Northern Illinois earlier this year. All this has
left him in a condition that would keep a hos-
pital office busy for days, but he refuses to sit
back and be content with watching.
“I just love to play, I guess,” he said. “After
the Northern game, I really thought I was
done – that was the last straw. But I guess it’s
just competitiveness. Once I sat out, I couldn’t
handle it anymore. I just decided I’ll do what-
ever. 
“They got me my braces, so I could hold
everything together, and I just decided that
this is my last year.”
Injuries to other starting linemen, includ-
ing Duane Conway and Don Mensik, have
forced underclassmen like Charlie Roche and
Chris Dunkle to see some unexpected playing
time. But even though his playing in pain is
noble, Richart said he doesn’t expect his team-
mates to suffer through what he has.
“That’s something you can’t teach some-
body else,” he said. “That’s just something
that’s got to come from inside you. (But) they
might say, ‘if he can do it, so can I,’ and maybe
that can help them get that inner drive they
need.”
“There’s always that fine line between
injury and pain,” Spoo said. “You’d like to
think guys will play with a certain amount of
discomfort, but some guys have different pain
thresholds than others and I think that’s the
case with Mike.” 
Richart’s feeling is that his career is wind-
ing down so he might as well play while he
can. Looking down the road and predicting
what kind of condition he’ll be in doesn’t
worry him, though.
“I’ve got to have surgery on my elbow and
my wrist, and get them fixed,” Richart said.
“My shoulder, I think, is going to be all right
once I quit hitting. It’s painful, but I won’t be
doing this anymore. If I can go out and golf
and stuff like that, I’m not worried about it.
I’m sure I’m going to be very arthritic, though.
“(But) it’s all been worth it to me. I’d do it
all over again if I went back five years ago
and started over.”
Pain
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Smith laughed when asked
if the Kansas City Chiefs, who
have looked steadily at
McElroy, are the only team
watching films of the Eastern
star.
“Rarely a day goes by when
there isn’t a (scout) in here,”
Smith said. “He’s (McElroy)
been looked at harder than
any guy since I’ve been here.”
According to Smith,
McElroy’s size and adaptabili-
ty are his best assets.
“He’s close to six feet tall.
Most defensive backs in the
NFL are 5 foot 9,” Smith said.
“He’s stout enough that he
could play a safety as well as
a corner.
“He’s got speed, he’s got
strength and he’s got size, and
those are obviously areas that
a scout is impressed with.”
Dan Shonka, who is the
Midwest regional scout for
the Philadelphia Eagles,
echoed Smith’s impressions of
the Bellwood native.
“Ray’s a really good pros-
pect at corner. He’s big, fast
and really athletic,” Shonka
said. “That’s what people are
looking for in corners these
days.”
On offense is Conway, who
started all 11 games at center
last year, replacing Brad Fich-
tel, who is now with the Los
Angeles Rams.
Conway, a Bolingbrook na-
tive, is now at the left tackle
position but has been ham-
pered by injuries this season.
He is currently out indefinite-
ly with a torn tricep muscle.
Shonka said he was very
impressed with what he saw
of Conway.
“He’ll (Conway) be a good
center prospect. He’s very
quick on his feet and he’s a
strong, athletic kind of play-
er,” Shonka said.
“His play is very similar to
that of Courtney Hall of the
San Diego Chargers. He’s got
some of the same attributes.”
Though most of the NFL
players come from Division I-
A schools, Shonka said that
Eastern’s program is by no
means unheard of.
“They’re (Eastern) a very
well-coached football team,”
Shonka said. “Everybody
knows what Eastern’s been
doing with guys like Jurkovic,
(Tim) Lance and (Brad)
Fichtel.
“I’ve got a lot of respect for
the program. It doesn’t mat-
ter what school a guy goes to.
If you run a 4.4 (time in the
40-meter dash) at Eastern,
you’re going to run a 4.4 at
Notre Dame.”
NFL
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Professional basketball’s
glory days are over.
With the official retiring of
Jordan’s sacred No. 23 Bulls
jersey last night, the last last
hero in basketball’s history is
gone.
Now we can put to rest
rumors of Jordan’s return to
the game one day – rumors
about his one-year hiatus
being an agreement with NBA
Commissioner David Stern to
let gambling allegations cool
down.
It’s about time we lived with
the fact that Jordan will never
again play professional basket-
ball, and that his retirement
signifies the downfall of the
NBA.
Most people agree that the
NBA started its rise to star-
dom in 1979 when Earvin
“Magic” Johnson signed with
the Los Angeles Lakers and
Larry Bird with the Boston
Celtics.
The duels between the two
basketball greats and between
the Celtics and Lakers in the
NBA Finals were legendary.
Attendance and overall
interest in the game grew, as
did the evolution of basketball
players as heroes.
Pretty soon everyone want-
ed to dunk like Julius Erving
or make hook shots like
Kareem Abdul-Jabaar.
In 1984, the NBA would
baptize its finest player ever
when Jordan was the third
pick in the draft behind
Akeem (No “H” at the time)
Olajuwon and Sam (sorry,
Trail Blazers) Bowie.
A year later, Georgetown’s
Patrick Ewing was the first
ever lottery pick. The cover of
the following week’s Sports
Illustrated read, “Jackpot.”
Not only did the headline
signify the Knicks’ finest prize,
it further pushed the populari-
ty of basketball.
Though NBA legends like
Erving and Abdul-Jabaar
would retire in the 1980’s, the
game carried on with Isaiah
Thomas and the Pistons and of
course, Jordan’s Bulls.
Pretty soon the NBA’s All-
Star game turned into All-Star
weekend.
There were three-point com-
petitions and slam dunk con-
tests where guys like Jordan
and Dominique Wilkins defied
gravity, and a little giant
named Spud Webb made
defunct the phrase, “you’re too
small to play basketball.”
Teams named after Hornets
and Wolves popped up, and it
seemed all was well in the
land Stern created.
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By RANDY LISS
Sports editor
Eastern trainer Rob Doyle
calls him the bionic man, but
he doesn’t look a thing like
Steve Austin. 
But watching offensive
tackle Mike Richart peel off
all the tape, bandages and
braces that gets him through
yet another practice, one gets
the feeling that maybe he is,
after all, different.
“Rob likes that,” said Rich-
art of his nickname. “I’ve got
all these gadgets keeping me
together.”
The senior lineman has
more injuries than most peo-
ple could handle, yet he con-
tinues to suit up and play
every week in outstanding
fashion. Richart has fought
through torn ligaments in
both his shoulder and his left
elbow, while also suffering
from a fractured wrist. 
And he missed the final
three games of 1993 after he
blew out his anterior cruciate
ligament in practice a year
ago Tuesday.
With all the added bulk of
his protective gear, along
with the tinted visor he
wears on his facemask, Rich-
art indeed looks like some
type of machine on the field.
He continues to plug away,
DEE ANN VILLECCO/Photo editor
Senior left tackle Mike Richart, here participating in a blocking drill with freshman Kyle
Feltes in practice Tuesday, has done more than his share of playing in pain this season,
fighting off four different injuries.
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By PAUL DEMPSEY
Associate sports editor
Most college athletes at one time or
another dream of playing a sport pro-
fessionally, but few actually get the
chance to live out that dream.
For Eastern’s Ray McElroy and
Duane Conway, that dream may be-
come reality.
McElroy and Conway are both
seniors on the Panther football team
and have gotten considerable atten-
t ion from teams in the National
Football League.
Though selection to a pro team or
training camp looks very possible for
these two, life in the NFL has histori-
cally not been good to most Eastern
gridders.
Since 1941, 27 Eastern football
players have been drafted by NFL
teams, but only three have lasted for
four or more years. More than half
either played for only one season or
were dropped in training camp.
Ted Peterson (1977), Jeff Gossett
(‘80) and John Jurkovic (‘90) are the
only Eastern alumni with staying
power in the NFL.
Peterson played center for  the
Pittsburgh Steelers and the India-
napolis Colts from 1977 to 1984.
Gossett, now with the Raiders, is in
his 14th season while Jurkovic is in
his fifth season, now playing with the
Packers.
Though the road to professional
stardom is hardly easy for athletes,
especially from Division I-AA pro-
grams, McElroy and Conway have
proven their ability on the field and
hope it carry over into a professional
career.
McElroy, a cornerback who earned
first team All-Gateway honors in 1992
and 1993, has gotten the most atten-
tion.
Eastern defensive coordinator John
NFL scouts high on Panther duo
♦ See NFL Page 11
By JOHN COX
Staff writer
Most athletes in today’s society like to
take the team’s destiny in their hands
own hands and take all of the limelight
and credit that comes with being the
hero.
Some athletes who do excel take the
credit and let it go straight to their
head.
But Eastern’s Justin Weiss, who was
recently named to the first-team Mid-
Continent All-Conference team and
Mid-Con Cross Country Athlete of the
Year, talks more in terms of “we” – for
the good of the team –
than “me”.
“We win as a team,”
Weiss said. “I don’t
care if I’m fourth man,
ninth man or 25th
man. As long as the
team does well, that’s
all I care about.
“I felt good because
the team was behind
me and ready to go, so
no, there were no nerves for me at all,”
said Weiss about going into the Mid-
Continent Conference Championship on
Saturday, which was the goal that the
Panthers have been shooting for all
year.
Eastern finished third (63 points)
overall behind first-place Youngstown
State (49 points) and Western Illinois
(59 points), but their third place finish
was no fault of first-place finisher
Weiss. And, according to Weiss, none of
the Panthers were at fault.
“We didn’t get where we wanted to
but all you can ask for is 100 percent,
and that’s what everyone gave,” Weiss
said. “I think we were just too ready. We
expended a lot of our energy in the
beginning of the race. We were just fired
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Justin Weiss
